Long Vowel o
Joan loads a rope on her boat.

Long o is the sound you hear in the words rope and boat. Joan only loads things on her boat whose names have the long o sound. Say the picture names. Draw a line from the boat to each picture whose name has the long o sound.
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Joe used a coat, a bow and a carrot for the nose.

Long o is the sound you hear in the words Joe, coat, bow and nose. Cut out the flash cards. Sort them by different spellings for the sound of long o. Read each word. Then, make up a game to play with the cards.

toe
soap
goat
rope
mow
hoe
bone
row
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- Snowy scene with a rabbit, house, and trees.
- Images of rope, goat, sponge, foot, pancakes, bone, shovel, and a child mowing the lawn.
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Say the name of each picture. Finish the name by writing o and e or oa when you hear the long o sound.

1. Bone
2. Top
3. Nine
4. Frog
5. Book
6. Goat
7. Fox
8. Head
9. Rope